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ABSTRACT 

The praject is a part .of a 1 arge caaperative program "Fl uidized Bed 
Cambustian Metal Wastage Caaperative R&D Venture," spansored by 
USDOE/METC, Arganne Natianal Labaratary, Electric Pawer Institute, CRSC, 
ASEA Babcack, Faster Wheeler. Develapment Carparatian, Cambustian 
Engineering, and· Tennessee Valley Autharity. UIUC' s participatian is 
through a grant fram CRSC. The primary .objective .of the research is ta 
determine the instantaneaus velacity distributian .of particles hitting 
immersed .objects in a gas fluidized bed and their impacting fre
quencies. This infarmatian is being used by ANL engineers in the study 
.of the physical mechanism and the develapment of carrelatians for tube 
erosion. The lacal, ensemble-averaged, particle velacities in the bed 
have alsa been made available ta them far use in their camputer madeling 
effart for bed hydradynamics. 

Measurements .of particle velacities were canducted in a 3.81 cm by 40 cm 
two-dimensianal bed with immersed .obstacles simulating twa· raws .of ~ 
tube bank. It cansists .of identical cylindrical rads, 5.08 cm in diam
eter, extended thraugh the entire width of the bed. The rads are in 
staggered arrangement wi th hari zanta 1 spaci ng .of 15.2 cm and vert i ca 1 
spacing of 7.62 cm. Bed par~icles are soda lime glass beads having a 
material density of 2490 kg/m and a mean diameter in the range of 425 
ta 500 ~m. The static bed height was 40.6 em and the measured minimum 
fluidizatian velocity was 20.4 cm/s. The void fraction at minimum 
fluidizatian based on expanded bed height was 0.404 and the superficial 
air velacity used in the experiment was 39.0 cm/s. The position/coordi
nate .of a radi.oactive tracer mixed with the bed particles was tracked at 
5 ms intervals in the Computer Aided Particle Tracking Facility (CAPTF) 
for a tatal of 40 hours. The local ensemble-averaged particle 
vel.ocities throughout the bed and the local velocity distribution 
functions of particles hitting various partions of several selected rods 
in the simulated tube bank have been .obtained. Samples of both 
directionai distributian functians and speed distributian functions for 
particles hitting the surfaces in a number of specified directions are 
presented. 
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